Chains:

32 53 4610
5 5 4610

Found a 40' fir with second
in 07 saying "AHH".

Firm tree on the corner.

Tree for angle point 20

From 1 Mile Point to Hudson

County Road with a Tistle.

Sec. 7 1/4

Bearing Tree for angle 26 was
122.5' N 83° 3 W 19' 10" feet.

Set this point

From angle 26 to Sec. Cor.

S 65 W 68 44' 44" feet.

So I set on from these Collins

I set A 2' from point 16.

Lay flush with the ground.

Also setting a 4" 44' 24" wide

Cedar past 3 East of Con.

Corner fall 10' Northly of east

West corner line.

Old N 75° Bear w. Trees are

6' Willow 60° 60' 60"
5' spr. N 76° 49' 49" E
5' spr. S 75° W 75° E
5' spr. S 75° E 75° E

These Bearing Trees are now

found.

Found 100' Bearing Tree.

But have a problem at

this tree which is

10' fir N 58° E 58° E 17' 56"

Signed "W F. Couch"

Year 1915

New bearing trees are:

24' fir N 70° E 69° 47' 47" E

Signed "F. R. Couch"

W Spr. S 60° E 50° 50" 50" E

Signed "F. R. Couch"

W Spr. N 50° W 47° 47" W

Signed "F. R. Couch"

W 41° W 10' pole on 70° 70° pole.

Signed "F. R. Couch"

All Duncan.

Stan Skinner 4-6-67

BOOK 5

BOOK 5

BOOK 5